Message from Commissioner's Desk

Dear Colleagues and students,

Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan stands for excellence in school education - enriching the young minds, broadening their horizons, enabling them to discover the hidden talents as also developing the skills.

Since May, 2015, we have been part of the unfolding of Shaala Darpan - Sangathan’s step towards the dream of digital India, 100% automation of fee collection, preparing new Transfer Guidelines, revision of Education Code etc. Soon, KVS shall have on-line Admission in the Kendriya Vidyalayas in Delhi Region. Video conferencing with Deputy Commissioners of all Regional Offices was a good endeavor by the Academic Wing.

Vide this portal, I wish the very dear students who are ready for their final exams of CBSE Board - BEST OF LUCK. It is time to equip yourself with the best and make your parents and your teachers proud. Please do well by all means and enjoy your present winter break.

I feel deeply honored to lead this prestigious organization and am grateful to the Govt. of India and the Ministry of Human Resource Development for their confidence in me. I take this opportunity to thank all the highly dedicated & well-qualified employees of the Sangathan for accomplishments of this organization. I reiterate that KVS has maintained its position as ‘India’s most trusted education brand’ and this has become possible due to excellent teaching-learning endeavor with PASSION, COMMITMENT, OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AND RECOGNITION. No child is deprived of precious opportunity to learn, broaden his thinking and explore new horizons. In the years to come, I firmly believe that KVians shall rise to the challenge of raising the bar higher.
I always felt we derive "Life" from "LIFE" - Learning, Innovation, Flexibility & Empowerment. Your considered suggestions for enriching the "Organisational Life" of KVS - are more than welcome.

Finally, I truly believe in a famous proverb - "If you want to go fast, go alone. But if you want to go far, go together." Indeed, we want to work together with all of you to proceed as far as our vision, mission, talents, resources, and dreams lead us. With your support, the only direction we can go is upward.

Wish you a cheerful, successful and innovative 2016 in the pink of health.

Happy New Year

(Santosh Kumar Mall)
Commissioner